Tracking Pathogen Infection by Time-Resolved Chemical Proteomics.
Studying the dynamic interaction between host cells and pathogen is vital but it remains technically challenging. We describe here a time-resolved chemical proteomics strategy enabling host and pathogen temporal interaction profiling (HAPTIP) for tracking the entry of bacteria into host cell. A novel multifunctional chemo-proteomics probe was introduced to label living bacteria followed by in vivo crosslinking of bacteria proteins to their interacting host cell proteins at different time points initiated by UV for label-free quantitative proteomics analysis. We observed over 400 specific interacting proteins cross-linked with the probe during the formation of Salmonella -containing vacuole (SCV) covering the Salmonella infection life cycle in the macrophage. This novel chemical proteomics approach provides a temporal interaction profile of host and pathogen in high throughput and would facilitate better understanding of the infection process at the molecular level.